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TAFSEER AL BAQARAH AYAT 2 / 178 ( Law of Equality) – Part 1  

Lessons from AlBaqarah: 2:178- Al Qisaas (Law of 

Equality) Private Class 
Tuesday, February 19 2013 | 1:00 PM (Malay Peninsula Standard Time) 

 

 

MEMORIZATION  

The Parables  

 

� ٱ��ِذ
َن َءاَ�ُ�واْ  َ�َ
ۡ	َ�ُ�وَن  �۟ َ�َ�� َ�ۡوَ�َ�� ۚ َ��َ��ً��ُ	وََ � �ِرَب َ�َ �ً۟ ��ۡ

ۡ()َ ۡ'ِ&ۦۤ أَن ََ *َ َ إِن� ٱ+�
�ل. ِ�ِ-ۦ ِ
َذا َ�َ �ً۟  ۘ ُ ـٰ �َ�ِ ُ � ٱ��ِذ
َن 6َ7َُرواْ  َ�َ
5ُو�ُوَن َ��َذٓا أََراَد ٱ+� �:ِ�مۡ  ۖ َوأَ�� ُ- ٱۡ�َ'ق. ِ�ن ر� أَ��

5ِ
نَ  (٢٦))ِ ـٰ �ل. ِ�ِ-ۦۤ إِ*� ٱ6َ�ِۡ
ا ۚ َوَ�� ُ ا َو
َ ۡ�ِدى ِ�ِ-ۦ َ@ِ 
ًر۟ 
ًر۟ ِ7َ 

 

Verily, Allâh is not ashamed to set forth a parable even of a mosquito or so much more when 

it is bigger (or less when it is smaller) than it. And as for those who believe, they know that 

it is the Truth from their Lord, but as for those who disbelieve, they say: "What did Allâh 

intend by this parable?" By it He misleads many, and many He guides thereby. And He 

misleads thereby only those who are Al-Fâsiqûn (the rebellious, disobedient to Allâh). [] (26) 

 

This Ayat is an Introduction of Parables because parables may be understood by some people 

but  may misunderstood or seen as unimportant by others (  Refer Ayat 2/178 : “And as for those 

who believe, they know that it is the Truth from their Lord, but as for those who disbelieve, they say: 

"What did Allâh intend by this parable?"). 

 

‘Parables’ are on tangible things (like animals, humans, plants ,etc) being used as examples - so 

some do not understand or take it seriously.  Allah says that through their reaction towards a 

Parable , one can know whether they are believers or kaafirin .   

 

�ِرَب َ�َ �ً۟ ۡ
َ    set forth a parable 

� ��    Anything 

 

  ۟�ً��ُ	وََ   ‘mosquito’ 

   &َُ%#َ" ً۟   is ‘above’   ie something else which is above the dimensions of the  َ�ۡوَ�-َ   �   َۚ�َ�� َ�ۡوَ�َ��  
‘mosquito’ (ie a bigger animal used in the parable)  
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People were divided in this Ayat into 2 peoples :  

 

   aamanu / believers � Al Mukminin / َءاَ�ُ�واْ  (1)

 kafaru /non believers �  Al Kaafirin / 6َ7َُرواْ  (2)

 

These are the 2 groups in this life & in Day of Judgement. There are different levels in these 2 

groups.   

 

Parables are not like any other verses . Verses are easily seen as the truth . But Parables may be 

unclear -  Allah may bring tangible parables  ( easily seen as true) or non tangible ones (hard 

to understand to test us .) Your reaction when you read the Ayat : When you read about the 

intangible Parables in the Ayat, the heart must know that it’s not important to know the 

wisdom behind every Ayat but just believe. Allah is Al Rabb  - His Action is with Wisdom . So 

His Actions are Al Haq.  

 

Quran always talk of 2 groups to differentiate between them : One group is the Believer . The 

other group is Kaafirin – Quran mention them so we don’t fall into this group .The Kaafirin 

said: “ َذا َ�َ �ً۟  ـٰ �َ�ِ ُ  What did Allâh intend by this parable?". These people judge" /   َۘ��َذٓا أََراَد ٱ+�

everything with logic / with their mind. That is why after this,  is the story  of ADAM a.s. – when 

Allah create Adam a.s. , Iblis judged with his mind & refused to sujud to Adam . People who 

disbelieve because they are using logic are following the way of Iblis . 

 

On the other hand, believers will “ sami’na wa aTo’na” /  ‘I hear & I obey ‘  – we don’t always 

understand every parable but when you understand the parable, you thank Allah. If we don’t 

understand the parable , we just  

• submit &  

• accept it as Al Haq &  

• Allah will guide  them to the Truth  

• &  make them understand.  

Submission is the root to it all.  

 

5ِ
نَ )ِ ـٰ �ل. ِ�ِ-ۦۤ إِ*� ٱ6َ�ِۡ
ا ۚ َوَ�� ُ ا َوَ
ۡ�ِدى ِ�ِ-ۦ َ@ِ 
ًر۟ �ل.  ِ�ِ-ۦ 7َِ 
ًرِ۟
ُ   ,,,  
By it He misleads many, and many He guides thereby. And He misleads thereby only those who are 

5ِ
نَ )ِ ـٰ  Al-Fâsiqeen / ٱ6َ�ۡ

 

Allah says  .ل�ِ
ُ / ‘misleads’  referring to disbelievers who said   ً۟� َ�َ َذا ـٰ �َ�ِ ُ  /   َۘ��َذٓا أََراَد ٱ+�

"What did Allâh intend by this parable.” & who always wonder/question why Allah do an act.   

 

5ِ
نَ )ِ ـٰ  The Fasiqeen (plural) are the misguided. Fasiq means ‘disobedient’. Verb : Fasaqa /  ٱ6َ�ۡ

means coming out.   

 

Ayat 2/26 is connected to Ayat 2/27 :   
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Ayat 2/26 :  َن
5ِ)ِ ـٰ �ل. ِ�ِ-ۦۤ إِ*� ٱ6َ�ِۡ ُ
-And He misleads thereby only those who are Al /  َوَ�� 

Fâsiqeen  � the ones misguided are the Fasiqeen who leaves/comes out from the religion  

 

Ayat 2/27: 

 

�ونَ ٱ��ِذ
َن ُُ5�
5ِِ-ۦ  َ ـٰ  َ
ِ ِ�ۢن َ�ۡ	ِد ِ� �ِ-ۦۤ أَن ُ
وEََل وَ  ونَ َ
5َۡط	ُ وَ Cَۡ�َد ٱ+�ِ ُ 
6ِۡ(ُدوَن َ��ٓ أََ�َر ٱ+�ُ
ِ(ُرونَ  (٢٧) ـٰ Gَ�َِۡك ُھُم ٱKٕٓ ـٰ  ِ�& ٱMَۡۡرِض  ۚ أُْوَ�

Those who break/betray  Allâh's Covenant after ratifying it, and sever what Allâh has ordered to be 

joined (as regards Allâh's religion of Islâmic Monotheism, and to practise its legal laws on the earth and 

also as regards keeping good relations with kith and kin []), and do mischief on earth, it is they who are 

the losers. (27) 

 

The end of Ayat 2/127 says the Fasiqeen are   َُرون)ِ ـٰ Gَ�ۡٱ  / losers  (from ‘Khasara’). 

ِ(ُرونَ  ـٰ Gَ�َِۡك ُھُم ٱKٕٓ ـٰ  it is they who are the losers’. (2/27) They are certainly the losers . The ’/   أُْوَ�

Fasiqeen are described as :  

 

�ونَ   .1ُُ5�
َ  / ‘betray’  Allah’s  Covenance – see Baqarah 2/177 ( about covenance between 

you & Allah and you & the people) . Quran make tafseer also from the Quran.  


5َۡطُ	ونَ  .2َ  / sever  � They break relationship with parents , family who actually should be 

connected instead of being severed.   


6ِۡ(ُدونَ  .3ُ  / mischief. � They make   َ◌ ِ)6ۡ
 mischief on Earth by /   ِ�& ٱMَۡۡرِض ُدوَن ُ

killing, spreading rumors, creating doubt, shirk, sins – fasad means committing different 

types of sins in the society , & in the environment ( with obedience) . People who do not 

pray & pay zakat, etc are actually harming the Universe . When we make ‘Ibadat Allah, 

all Human Rights, Animal Rights, Saving the Environment , etc will be implemented.  

When there is fasad, mischief occurs �  The main savior is ‘Ibadat Allah  

 

ِ(ُرونَ  ـٰ Gَ�َِۡك ُھُم ٱKٕٓ ـٰ   it is they who are the losers’. (2/27) ’/   أُْوَ�

 

Ayat 2/ 28-29 : These 2 Ayats are about Allah’s Action :  

 

 ِ�+O�Qُمۡ  َ@ۡ
َف َ)ۡ@6ُُروَن ِ ـٰ 
َ'َۡ��َ � 
ُ@ۡم ُ م� إَِ�ۡ
ِ- ُ)ۡرSَُ	وَن  َۖو�7ُُ)ۡم أَۡ�َوٲً)۟
ِ'ۡ
ِ�
ُ)ُ@ۡم ُ م� ُ
 ُ م� ُ
)٢٨(  

How can you disbelieve in Allâh? Seeing that you were dead and He gave you life. Then He will give you 

death, then again will bring you to life (on the Day of Resurrection) and then unto Him you will return. 

(See V.40:1) 
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  َU�Kُٰ�ن� َ(ۡ َ��ٓءِ  َ�َ(و� ِ�
	ً۟ � ُ م� ٱۡ(َ)َوٰىٓ إَِ�& ٱ�(�Sَ  َۡرِضMۡٱ &ِ� �  ُھَو ٱ��ِذى Gََ�َق َ�ُ@م ��
َوٲتٍ۟  ـٰ 
مٌ۟ َوُھَو ِ�ُ@ل: Xَۡ&ٍء   َۚ(َ�ِ�Cَ )٢٩(  

He it is Who created for you all that is on earth. Then He rose over (Istawâ) towards the heaven and 

made them seven heavens and He is the All-Knower of everything. (29) 

 

Ayat 2/28:   ِ�+O�
َف َ)ۡ@6ُُروَن ِۡ@َ  / How can you disbelieve in Allâh? ‘  � After all these evidence were 

given to humans , they still disbelieved & denied Allah  ! They disbelieved eventhough Allah had given 

ni’mah to the humans with 2 deaths & 2 Lives :  

 

1. 1st death   : The state before being born onto Earth 

2. 1st life       : Life on Earth  

3. 2nd death  : Death at the end of this life on Earth  

4. 2nd life      : Life in the Day of Judgement  

 

The biggest ni’mah is to return to Allah for Justice , for Haq / the Truth for recompensation . 

 

 and then unto Him you will return  � Only to Allah will we all return to . This /    ُ م� إَِ�ۡ
ِ- ُ)ۡرSَُ	ونَ 

makes us  more attached to Allah .  

 

Ayat 2/29 :  َۡرِضMۡٱ &�ِ �  : Gَ / ‘He it is Who created for you all that is on earth ‘ is aboutَ�َق َ�ُ@م ��

 

(1) Allah creating Earth, etc. for the humans ( and in Surah Al Baqarah are Ayats about 

everything Allah Create for us to eat – about the halal, the tayyiban ). Allah make 

everything to serve the humans.  

(2) Allah first Created the Earth.  Allah prepared your place even before you exist  

 

Then  َِ��ٓء  Then He rose over (Istawâ) towards the heaven  Then / ُ م� ٱۡ(َ)َوٰىٓ إَِ�& ٱ�(�

َوٲتٍ۟  ـٰ �َ)َ U�ۡ)َۚ   َ◌ Kُٰ�ن�     ) and made them seven heavens . So Allah Created Earth FIRST / َ�َ(و�

preparing all on Earth  for the  humans ) before Creating the 7 Skies (all in the   ٍَ۟وٲت ـٰ �َ)َ   are 

for us  . )  

Then Allah mention His Name ,  ٌ۟م
ِ�Cَ  / the All Knower of everything. The relation between the 

Name  ٌ۟م
ِ�Cَ   and the what Allah said before is that He Knows what we need , & He Create what 

we need . Even though the Dominion is so vast, Allah Knows every single thing in this Dominion.  
 

 

*** 
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TAFSEER AL BAQARAH AYAT 178 ( Al Qisas : Law of Equality) 

Ayat 177 – go back to this Ayat often . This is Usuludeen ( Principles) . Al Abrar are the Al 

Muttaqeen , and because of their Sidq , they are in a high position. The Muttaqeen don’t speak 

or act except in reference to Allah all the time. Hence a society with many Muttaqeen will be 

very good.  

 

However no society consist of 100% Muttaqeen .  We do still want good for our society . If we 

practice taqwa & because we are concerned for the people around us, we will spread taqwa with 

those around us. Then we will find everyone following  the rules. Allah said that in Islam, all the 

rules are to reform the whole society . 

 

Rasulullah salallahu alaihi wa salam used to choose the one who knows Surat Al Baqarah as a 

leader. Surat Al Baqarah has many rules to reform you & the society. That is why shaitan will 

not come close to a house where Surat ul Baqarah is read. Reading Surat ul Baqarah will avert 

any black magic from a person & Allah will remove the black magic from the person . But which 

type of reading or knowing Surat ul Baqarah applies ? This protection is only when you know 

Surat ul Baqarah with the meaning .  
 

The next Ayat 178  (about Al Abrar)  is about some rules in a society which will reform the 

society  & will spread peace in the society, without enmity - Discipline with peace eg Strict rules 

to discipline the society . But sometimes people find the rules overwhelming & they will do 

something against it, if they have the chance. 

 

Islam is a religion of discipline. Everything is organized. But at the same time, mercy covers it. 

Islam is good for society. People mistakenly assume Islam gives no freedom to women , and is 

not good for a society . Actually all rules of Islam reform the society & spread peace without 

creating enmity. If very strict rules are imposed in the society, enmity may result & people may 

retaliate.  

 

Of course, we want a good reformed society. If you want that, refer to what Islam is teaching us. 

With this rule, it gives us peace in the society , with no enmity .   

 

It was important to take revenge for the people in pre–Islamic times. Without Taqwa and 

Guidance, a person is always fighting for himself in this life because otherwise society will say 

that everyone will be over his head ! He needs to take revenge when he is being abused or 

unfairly treated. This is a society without tawqa – where everyone are fighting or killing for 

themselves. If a human is without guidance in this dunia, he will feel that all this dunia is for 

him.  

 

There is a different way to set justice when a murder or killing occurs. We must question why 

we want justice – for the self ? or for the whole society to live in peace ? In the jahiliyyah times , 

they had battles for just a small reason. A fight once lasted for 40 years because of a she-camel ! 

This shows self-interest within the community. 
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But Islam teaches us to live for Allah. And in doing so, we are exalting ourselves.  

 

During the jahiliyyah times , they will take a more painful revenge even for a small crime. If a 

man is killed , they will the kill the head of the society . If a woman is killed, they will make sure 

the revenge is more painful – like killing her  father or her child. There is no equality , no Al 

Qisas.  

 

Al Qisas means you kill the one who kills – but the jahiliyyah want worse torture in their revenge 

– eg kill his children, his mother , ruin his home . Their qisas is wrong because their qisas is not 

equal. These revenge on each other just keep increasing – hence increasing in pain & enmity. 

There will be no peace in the land. 

 

The religion at the time of Musa a.s. was extremely tough. Allah said Nabi Isa a.s came to make 

the religion of Bani Israel much easier than the time of Musa a.s. When taking revenge for a 

murder, they don’t kill the killer but they pardon the killer ( which may create dissatisfaction in 

the victim’s family). When Isa came to them, qisas was when someone is killed, the killer is not 

supposed to be killed - Just pardon the killer . But Bani Israel did not really follow Isa a.s. They 

also refused this easy religion of Isa a.s..  

 

When Islam came , it is a religion of moderation – not extremes. Islam is where  Allah tell 

about taqwa & the muttaqeen who follow what Allah send . Islam is Deen Allah – The only 

religion Allah Accepts. It will be suitable for all times, all people, for all humanity . Some may 

say rules of Islam are too difficult ; but no one knows His Nation more than the Creator. Allah 

Knows what is best for us.  

 

Islam is the religion Allah Chose for you. Everyone is born on Islam but the environment can 

change you. Islam does not negate or deny any part of your life . Islam takes care of you 

physically, and in all your needs in whatever aspect of your life. This takes us to Ayat  2 / 178 : 

Rules which can  only be written by the Creator to suit everyone .  

  

 &ٰ َ�ُMِۡد َوٱ�ۡ	َ�ۡO�
ُ@ُم ٱ�Eَ5ِ�ُۡص ِ�& ٱ5َ�ۡۡ)َ�& ۖ ٱۡ�ُ'ر. ِ�Oۡ�ُ'ر: َوٱۡ�َ	ۡ�ُد ِۡ�َCَ َن َءاَ�ُ�واْ  ُ@)َِب
َ\� ٱ��ِذ .
َ�ٓ ـٰ 
َ
 ٰ& َ�ُMۡO�نٍ۟  ِۚ ـٰ )َ'ِۡ]�ِ -ِ
��ُعۢ ِ�Oۡ�َ�ۡ	ُروِف َوأََدآٌء إَِ�َۡ :(O�َ ٌ۟ء&ۡXَ -ِ
Gَِ6َِ& َ�ُ- ۥ ِ�ۡن أCُ َ�ۡن�َذٲ�َِك  ۗ َ 

 ٌ۟�ُ@ۡم َوَرۡ'َ� :� ن ر� 6ِ
ٌف۟ �:Gۡ(َۗ  ٌ۟م
)١٧٨( َ�َ�ِن ٱCَۡ)َدٰى َ�ۡ	َد َذٲ�َِك َ�َ�ُ- ۥ Cََذاٌب أَ�ِ  
 
O you who believe! Al-Qisâs (the Law of Equality in punishment) is prescribed for you in case of murder: 

the free for the free, the slave for the slave, and the female for the female. But if the killer is forgiven by 

the brother (or the relatives, etc.) of the killed against blood money then adhering to it with fairness and 

payment of the blood money, to the heir should be made in fairness. This is an alleviation and a mercy 

from your Lord. So after this whoever transgresses the limits (i.e. kills the killer after taking the blood 

money), he shall have a painful torment. (178) 

ِب   ـٰ �َ�َۡMۡٓ�ُْو�ِ& ٱ ـٰ 
)١٧٩( َ�َ	��Qُۡم َ))�5ُونَ َوَ�ُ@ۡم ِ�& ٱ�Eَ5ِ�ِۡص َ'َ
ٰوةٌ۟ َ  
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And there is (a saving of) life for you in Al-Qisâs (the Law of Equality in punishment), O men of 

understanding, that you may become Al-Muttaqûn (the pious - see V.2:2). (179) 

    .َ�َ   - all these rules are involving taqwa	��Qُۡم َ))�5ُونَ  

Ayat 178 starts with :  

 

 'َ(ُّ*َ+ٓ ـٰ َ*     : Allah is addressing the believers . Surah Al Baqarah is Surah Madaniyyah  ie post 

Hijrah  (Surah Makkiyyah is pre Hijrah) .  َ+ٓ ـٰ *ُّ)َ' ٱ6َِّ8*4َ َءا12َُ#اْ *َ    shows that Allah is referring to the 

believers . ‘ Ya Aiyyuha an nas’  is referring to the humankind , so the commands that comes 

after ‘  Ya Ayyuha an nas ‘ is  general which everyone need to know eg Something about 

Usuluddin (main principles) , Ubudullah.   

But ٱ6َِّ8*4َ َءا12َُ#ا 'َ(ُّ*َ+ٓ ـٰ َ*   is  addressed to believers and is followed by specific, detailed commands 

meant for the specific ( different , detailed) branches of the religion eg Seerah , Qisas.  But the 

Usul is the main principles of the religion eg Belief .                   

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                     

 

                                         Principles of the Religion  
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This teaches us the way to da’wah. For those new in Islam , we cannot go into details yet in the 

beginning. Teach  / Usul first , then later we teach them the Branches /  of 

Islam.  

Allah said    :َ;=َۡ>8ُۡص ?ِ: ٱ'Aَِ>8ۡٱ BُCُDَۡ;Eَ Fَ=ِGُ  ْٱ6َِّ8*4َ َءا12َُ#ا 'َ(ُّ*َ+ٓ ـٰ َ*   / O you who believe! Al-Qisâs 

(the Law of Equality in punishment) is prescribed for you in case of murder .  If you are a 

believer, follow this . When you see Ayat about   :َ;=َۡ>8ۡٱ   / murder , you refuse to believe that it 

applies to you . But Allah refers to all believers (  ٱ6َِّ8*4َ َءا12َُ#ا 'َ(ُّ*َ+ٓ ـٰ َ*   )    - so we ALL need to know 

about this . In religion, don’t pick & choose what you like.  

 

This increases our faith in Allah.  This is a Rule – thus making us want to know the Creator 

more.    
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ُ@ُم ٱ�Eَ5ِ�ُۡص ِ�& ٱ5َ�ۡۡ)�َ&ۡ�َCَ  َب(ِ@ُ 
 “Al-Qisâs (the Law of Equality in punishment) is prescribed for you in case of murder “ 

Meanings of Kutiba /  َِب(@ُ 

•  َFِ=Gُ / ‘ being prescribed’ .  َFِ=Gُ / kutiba is  from ‘kataba’ or ‘being prescribed for you’ 

(because of the dammah) or ‘written upon you’ . Allah did not say ‘furidha’ / ‘obligated 

upon you’ .  

•   َFِ=Gُ Shows more care because it shows  that it is written. (whereas ‘Furidha’ shows 

obligation – whether you do it or not .)  ‘Prescribed upon you ‘ shows ‘written’ – once 

written , you cannot remove easily – hence you cannot change what is  written / 

prescribed for you  

•   َFِ=Gُ shows it will never change . Allah said about His Mercy  : “ Kataba ‘ala nafsihi 

rahmah” / “Allah Prescribe on Himself Mercy” meaning it will never change . ‘ My 

Mercy precedes My Anger ‘.   

•   َFِ=Gُ shows it is obliged on you as it is prescribed / written. Allah Prescribe this on you 

– when you see  َFِ=Gُ ,  means it is for your own safety , for your own good . eg All of us 

will benefit from Al Qisas , Al Siyam.  

 ُBCُDَۡ;Eَ  / ‘for you’  

Usually   َFِ=Gُ   is followed by ‘fi’. But here , َFِ=Gُ  is followed by the word ‘ala meaning you 

have no choice – it is prescribed upon you & obliged upon you.  

 AَِH originally came from ‘Qassa’ meaning'صُ  ?   AَِH'صُ  What is �    ٱAَِ>8ۡ'ُص ?ِ: ٱ8ۡ<َۡ=;َ:

‘ to narrate the story’ , ‘ to follow the trace ‘, & ‘ to cut ‘ . In reading,   ُص'AَِH  means ‘equal 

judgment & justice’. Eg when someone is killed , the killer has to be killed the same way . When 

you want to make   ُص'AَِH , don’t you have to trace / follow ( ie Qassa) this guy to investigate 

the murder ? So the word chosen ( ُص'AَِH ) is precisely appropriate since ‘ Qassa ‘ is where one 

has to investigate & trace the killer & a story will be apparent .  
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Allah said that it is prescribed upon you   ُص'Aَِ>8ۡٱ ie equal judgment , justice – but just in the 

case of murder . Justice is for everything but murder is justified with   ُص'Aَِ>8ۡٱ    

 

 means ‘ to kill’. Or ’ those who were killed’. People being killed is a heavy crime . Allah  ٱ8ۡ<َۡ=;َ: 

said : “To kill one innocent man is to cause the whole heaven & earth  to perish”. So precious is 

the life of Man. Killing is exceeding boundaries . Allah Gives life & it is only for Him to take it.  

In the Day of Judgement, this is the greatest judgement . On this day of justice, everyone will 

take their full right.  Day of Judgement is also called Yaum id Deen , Yaum ul Qiamah when 

everyone will take their full rights. That is why the believers do not care to fight to take their full 

rights on this Earth.  

The 1st Allah judge between people in the Day of Judgement  is the spilling of blood – killing . 

People are killing everyday now ! Nowadays people are committing suicide !  or euthanasia ( 

killing the old , the sick)!  Allah gives life – the biggest ni’mah . And it is not on humans to take it 

away . We cannot even kill animals without just.   Humans are not allowed to kill humans 

whether believers or non believers .  

People need to know the purpose of life . Don’t be miserable just for trivial reasons ( eg ‘ my 

love left me’ , ‘ my company fired me ‘ – these are all Dunia )  .  

There is Qisas in the Dunia , If no Qisas here in the Dunia , there will be one in the Akhirat. 

Allah said :  

 BُCُDَۡ;Eَ  َF=ِGُ ٱAَِ>8ۡ'ُص ?ِ: ٱ8ۡ<َۡ=;َ:
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Eg  : A killed B . When Allah said :َ;=َۡ>8ُۡص ?ِ: ٱ'Aَِ>8ۡٱ BُCُDَۡ;Eَ  َFِ=Gُ ,  who is to take Qateel since 

B is dead ? The answer is B’s (victim’s) FAMILY should now take Qateel. There are families on 

both sides of A & B . We are both societies . This happens even among believers.  

Here we have the one killed (B) and B’s family & the killer (A) and A’s family.   

When Allah say  ُBCُDَۡ;Eَ  َFِ=Gُ   – this    ُ◌BCُDَۡ;Eَ  are A’s & B’s  families and other part of society …. 

( Note : cannot hear well ! Too many speaking at the same time ) . The dead (B) cannot do anything for justice 

but other parts of society must take action to spread peace. Seek justice at the time of injustice ( 

– do not delay so that vengeance is not increased . Children of B seek vengeance & may kill the 

children of the killer, A. ). Qisas must be at the time of the crime to avoid worse crime ( in taking 

revenge) happening . Nowadays there is no Qisas at the same time of crime , so vengeance is 

getting worse & is spreading afar. 

 BُCُDَۡ;Eَ  َFِ=Gُ    is  hence upon all of them � It is vital for B’s ( the ٱAَِ>8ۡ'ُص ?ِ: ٱ8ۡ<َۡ=;َ:

victim’s) family to receive justice for B’s murder – as is their right  . And it is vital for A’s ( the 

killer’s)  family to be involved in the justification process – not to hide or avoid .  

 BُCُDَۡ;Eَ  َFِ=Gُ   � The  TAFSEE / ‘the detail’  about this :  See Allah’s Hiqmah in ٱAَِ>8ۡ'صُ 

putting the Rules to increase our faith.  

The tafsee / details on murder  

 ٰ:َJKُLِۡٱ& :َٰJKُLَۡوٱ OِPۡ%َ8ِۡٱ& OُPۡ%َ8َۡوٱ ِّRSُ8ِۡٱ& ُّRSُ8ۡٱ ۚ  

“.. the free for the free, the slave for the slave, and the female for the female”  

The words are all equal to show equality :  

RSُِّ &ِٱRSُ  ۡ8ُّ ٱ8ۡ   

َ%OPِۡ &ِٱOPۡ%َ  ۡ8ُ ٱ8ۡ   

 ُLۡٱ ٰ:َJK  ُLِۡٱ& ٰ:َJK  
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This is   / Al Musaawaat – there is equality in the Ayat :  

  &ِ :َٰJKُLَۡوٱ OِPۡ%َ8ِۡٱ& OُPۡ%َ8َۡوٱ ِّRSُ8ِۡٱ& ُّRSُ8ۡٱ ٰ:َJKُLۡٱ  . In Surat al Maeda – Allah gives a sentence explaining all of 

these : “    / An Nafs bi An Nafs “ / A soul for a soul . We are not to exceed in 

seeking justice ( eg not to kill 10 to justify one death or to replace the murderer with someone 

else to receive the justification! ) .  

We want justice – and Al Qisas is justice with peace, love & mercy.  

“   / An Nafs bi An Nafs “ / A soul for a soul explains the following :  

 ٰ:َJKُLِۡٱ& :َٰJKُLَۡوٱ OِPۡ%َ8ِۡٱ& OُPۡ%َ8َۡوٱ ِّRSُ8ِۡٱ& ُّRSُ8ۡٱ ۚ  

“.. the free for the free, the slave for the slave, and the female for the female”  

In the times of the Jahiliyyah, when a slave (   ُOPۡ%َ8ۡٱ  ) is killed , they will kill the Master of the 

killer . If a lady is killed by a lady, they will not kill her ( the killer) but the killer’s husband or 

son. So there is no justice. The 3 groups are mentioned because there is often no qisas ( justice is 

often NOT seeked from the same killer but from others) 

 Example of no Qisas  : 

 if a free man is killed , the leader of the killer is killed in return;  

If a slave is killed , his Master is killed in return; 

If a lady is killed , her husband or son is killed in return !  
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Justification must be taken on the killer herself or himself  

In the same way the killing occurred . 

 

In the time of Rasulullah salallahu alaihi wa salam,  a free Jew  man violently killed a slave girl 

crushing her head with a stone ! Before this time, this free man would go unpunished or his 

justification will be taken over by someone else . But with the Ayat of Al Qisas, our  Rasulullah 

salallahu alaihi wa salam said that no one will / should take the place of the free Jew man.  The 

sahabah were commanded to kill the Jew ( the killer) the same way he killed the slave girl ( the 

dead victim) .  

This is equality at par with the crime . Society is controlled with no transgression. No innocents 

are killed . No enmity. This is the middle path to have peace in life to worship Allah peacefully. 

Allah will justly account someone – not account more than what he did in life.   


